Day 10
Transmission 23:23
Music: Daniel Schotsborg - Earth Year

This transmission is a recalibration of your pulse and heartbeat to align with the frequency of the
Divine Heart. Moving through every single layer of your anatomy (all organs, glands, your
nervous system, circulatory system, bones, skin, etc.), your body is infused with the frequency of
Divine Love coming in from both the portal of your own heart and the higher realms of Light.
With a pinball like action, the Light will move throughout your body and matrix stimulating the
multidimensional meridian points throughout your fields. This will activate a new grid system
within your matrix of Light.
This grid of Light connects into the Divine Feminine grid of Light surrounding the planet
through the meridian points. This connection will grow in strength as you continue to embody
the frequencies of Divine Compassion, the merged frequencies of the Divine Masculine and
Divine Feminine as the new expression of Self Love, and shift into a state of Being in Divine
Flow at all times.
The connection to your Higher Self will amplify as you shift into operating and living
predominantly from the heart chakra. As the heart expands and connects with the universal mind,
cosmic knowledge and your Higher Self, the lower personality or ego self will naturally
succumb, enabling the expression of your Authentic self to manifest with more ease and grace.
The pathways of Light that are being grown from within your own system will enable the shift
from the mind/ego based operating system to one more clearly aligned with your personal and
Divine will. This is a more natural and efficient way of expressing your truth. Breathe, connect
in and feel the pulse of the Divine moving through your veins.
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Again, the music ends rather abruptly. Stay in the space of the Divine heart and allow the Light
to pulse you into a deep sense of peace and joy.
Stay In Your Heart and Know You Are Light!
Blessings!
Raquel
www.raquelspencer.com
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